Addendum #2
Question / Answers and Changes for RFB SW 03-16 Baker Landfill Truck Scales
General questions:
How many copies of the bid should be submitted? Interested respondents desiring consideration shall

provide an original and two (2) copies (total three (3)) of their Request for Bids (RFB) response with
the respondent’s areas of expertise identified. Submissions shall be portrait orientation, unbound, and
8 ½” x 11” where practical. All originals must have original signatures in blue ink.
Do you want permits pulled for this project?

BID PRICE – The bid price shall include all equipment, labor, materials, permit(s), freight, taxes,
required insurance, Public Liability, Property Damage and Workers’ Compensation, etc. to cover the
finished work called for.
Specific questions:
Removal of Old Truck Scale, 1st paragraph last sentence, Page 2 of the specification
This sentence states...” This includes an adequate crane to unhook and set the old scale on a flatbed”
Will the County provide the flatbed at a time when the crane is there for scale removal, or when the new
scale is set? In other word, will it be required to have a crane available, special, just for that, or can we
load the flatbed when the crane is already on site for other purposes? The County will provide the
flatbed whenever requested by the vendor. If removal of the old scale and placement of the new
scale can be coordinated to take place one after the other then the County has no issue with the
timing of the two. In order to avoid disrupting scale operations such activities may have to take
place after working hours when the scales are closed.

2.1.1, General Description, page 4 of specification
It is stated that the scale is to be…” digital electronic truck scale”.
In our industry this would mean a truck scale with digital (versus analog) load cells. Just to be clear, does
the county want digital load cells? Yes, the “need for the truck scale quoted to be a fully digital

electronic truck scale with the signal from the scale to the scale instrument being digital.”
3.1, second paragraph page 4 of the specification
It is stated ...”The installer shall configure the scale system as indicated on the certified drawings” What
do you mean by certified drawings? Will a manufacturer’s foundation drawing meet this
requirement? Yes.

Changes or Additions: The County requires same day response by a certified scales technician to
service calls made prior to 2:00 CST.

